Anchor Cottage
Anchor Cottage is a three bedroom, traditional cottage located down a loke just a stones throw from The Quay in
the heart of Blakeney. This cottage has many interesting, original features and is already a huge hit with future
guests. Its proximity to The Quay and all of the amenities that this renowned North Norfolk village has to offer
make its location hard to beat. Its stylish, newly renovated interior gives it a real cosy, homely feel, just perfect for
families looking for a quiet hideaway on the this most wonderful stretch of coastline.
This charming cottage has been beautifully restored and decorated to a very high standard with luxurious
furnishings, it champions the country home style; timeless and relaxed. This property is much loved, with lots of
beautiful touches including books throughout the property and a map of Blakeney and surrounding areas as a
statement wallpaper in the dining room. Sympathetically decorated to the highest of standards this cottage has
heaps of character and style.
As you enter the property, you come to the large, open plan hallway which leads through to the sitting room. This
living area has been beautiful decorated with stylish sofas and arm chairs and plenty of photographs on the walls.
Complete with Sony Freeview Tv, DVD and Apple TV, log burner, books and board games, perfect for a cosy
evening in as a family. This living area really does feel like a home-away-from-home!
From the hallway you also enter the dining room, with a wooden table and chairs, which adds to the tasteful decor
seen throughout this cottage. This dining room is a also lovely space to sit and while the time away with family,
with the characterful antlers and original fire place adding the perfect finishing touches for a relaxed and stylish
environment.
From the dining area, you come to the well-equipped kitchen including a toaster, kettle, oven, fridge, microwave
and Nespresso machine. This kitchen contains everything you could need to whip up your favourite gastronomic
delights! You will find
the staircase runs up from the kitchen and is a typical staircase for cottages of this design so is quite steep and
therefore not suitable for anyone with mobility issues.
Upstairs you will find the master bedroom, with a kingsize bed, large sash window which makes the room open
and airy and lovely wooden floorboards and rugs for a modern but comfy feel. All bedrooms in this property have
bedside tables and wall-hung lamps which hold a lovely ambience and are ideal for a spot of quiet bed-time
reading.
The second bedroom in this cottage has a super king-size zip & link bed that can be split in to twins on request
(please give at least 2 weeks notice). There is also a twin bedroom in this property. This property allows versatility
to guests, whether you are coming as a family of up to six or as a group of six in couples/friends.
The family bathroom is beautifully finished with a good sized tub with central tap and adjacent to this bathroom is
a shower room, perfect for families who require multiple bathrooms to wash away a sandy day at the beach!
As a result, this cottage is going to be extremely popular as it is extremely spacious for a cottage in Blakeney and
offers a delightful bolthole for families to escape to the North Norfolk Coast.

* Please note, coffee pods for the Nespresso Machine are NOT provided at the property.

Accommodation Equipment
• Sleeps x6
• Twin beds x1
• Kingsize beds x1
• Zip and link beds x1
• Reception rooms x2
• Total Bathrooms x2

Property

• Washing machine
• Parking x1 - Car Park - Designated
• Iron & board
• Children allowed
• Microwave
• Dogs allowed x2 (£25)
• Dishwasher
• Free Wi-Fi
• Freeview/Freesat
• Bluetooth speaker(s)
• Fridge with ice box

